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• The Drumming of the Debt Ceiling
• Market volatility can be expected as the dissonance increases, but 

associated weakness will likely prove transitory

• Bridging the Gap to a Smaller Fiscal Plan
• A fiscal spending compromise remains likely, but should be less impactful 

and stimulative to the economy than prior fiscal bills

• What’s Up with Rates?
• Rates are climbing higher on Fed and inflation expectations, a trend 

from which value stocks should continue to benefit
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The Drumming of the Debt Ceiling

• At the Debt Ceiling Years of excess spending by the Federal Government, both during
and before the COVID-19 pandemic, have left the government debt close to the
highest level allowed by previous legislature. The U.S. Treasury and the Congressional
Budget Office estimate the federal government will exhaust its authorized capacity to
spend as early as October 18, but possibly as late as early November.

• Market Tensions Mounting If the government were unable to lift or suspend the debt
ceiling, the U.S. Treasury will find itself unable to make one of its outstanding debt
payments. While markets have not yet reacted in a dramatic fashion, they do seem to
be wary of the potential for this to occur. Financial markets are currently demanding a
higher yield on Treasury Bills with a maturity of October 28 than those with a maturity later
in December, reflecting this risk. Similarly, ratings agencies such as Standard and Poor’s
have made preliminary statements that there would be a negative impact on the
government’s credit rating if the Treasury were to miss a payment.

• Past Precedent and Likely Outcomes While the noise level is increasing, past precedent
suggests that cooler heads will prevail and associated market volatility will subside.
During the government shutdown in 2013, similar contentious debate over government
finances pushed up against similar deadline, only to ultimately find a just-in-time
resolution. Markets initially experienced modest weakness around the concerns but
rebounded after budget legislation passed.

Market volatility can be expected as the dissonance increases, 
but associated weakness will likely prove transitory

Chart of the Week:

Financial Markets Are Reflecting Some Risk Of A U.S. Default
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Source: Glenmede, Bloomberg Data through 9/30/2021
Data shown is the yield-to-maturity for two U.S. Treasury bonds, one maturing on October 28, 2021 and the other on December 2, 2021.

Investors are demanding 
higher yields on Treasuries 

that expire on Oct 28



What’s Up with Rates?

• Yields Trudge Higher. After bottoming out at 1.17% in early August, 10-year Treasury
bonds finished last week yielding 1.53%. This move higher in rates contributed to some
market volatility, as the S&P 500 closed last Thursday more than 5% below its all-time
high for the first time since the beginning of last November. That was the longest stretch
of time without a 5% or more correction for the S&P 500 since early 2018.

• An Eye on Yield Drivers. There have been several factors contributing to the recent rise
in interest rates. Inflation has proved more stubborn in the face of rolling supply
constraints, with energy prices the latest contributor. As such, inflation has affected
nominal yields to the extent that current price trends get extrapolated into future
inflation expectations. In addition, the Federal Reserve has been hinting that it will
begin tapering its asset purchases by year-end and potentially considering rate hikes
as early as the back half of 2022. As a result, investors can now more clearly envision a
future with non-zero interest rates, which has led to a steepening Treasury yield curve.

• Rates Eat Away at Growth. Rising interest rates may continue to move the needle on
the growth/value equity dynamic, as value stocks are typically less sensitive to this
headwind than their growth counterparts. Growth stocks typically offer the prospect of
stronger results further in the future than their value counterparts. Since Treasury yields
are a key determinant in defining the discount rate for those future benefits, value
stocks have historically performed relatively well in rising rate environments.
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Bridging the Gap to a Smaller Fiscal Plan

• A Noisy Week. In an eventful few weeks in Washington, the U.S. government narrowly
avoided a shutdown, after President Biden signed Congress’ stop-gap funding bill to
extend government funding through December 3rd. This deal solved one near-term
issue but left the debt ceiling untouched and the longer-term fiscal spending debate
unresolved. Expect the noise out of Washington to continue into the coming week.

• An Intra-Party Conflict. With a slim majority in both chambers in Congress, Democrats
are finding it tough to thread the needle on the bipartisan infrastructure deal, a larger
reconciliation spending package and the debt ceiling. Having previously agreed to
headline spending figures in setting continuing resolution parameters, it appears the
details regarding how those spending targets are funded is proving more complicated.
Legislators continued negotiations into the weekend, with President Biden wading into
the fray to attempt to reconcile differences toward a compromise.

• A Compromise Coming? A $4+ trillion spending plan appears to be all but off the table,
with moderate Democrat Senators making blunt public statements that they are not
comfortable with spending levels above ½ of this amount and the President joining the
frame to push the divided party back together. Our base case remains that, after the
dust settles, the infrastructure bill and the reconciliation bill will have passed for a
combined total of $2-3 trillion. Such a bill will likely still come with a host of smaller tax
increases to cover the spending and the spending will be spread over multiple years,
making the economic impact far less stimulative than previous spending plans.

A fiscal spending compromise remains likely, but should be less 
impactful and stimulative to the economy than prior fiscal bills

Rates are climbing higher on Fed and inflation expectations, a 
trend from which value stocks should continue to benefit
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